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Abstract: The appropriate categorisation of written information by health professionals is very important to guarantee its accessibility. Unfortunately, the information technology tools that support professionals on that task imply a heavy workload, so that the responsibility for categorising the written content is often delegated to administrative staff. Well-known health ontologies such as SNOMED-CT or MeSH provide a representation of the clinical contents to be used by the information systems. This research proposes a computer based method to automatically extract and code the diagnostics, procedures and treatments according to health ontologies. A Knowledge Management System based on an extended version of Drupal is used to implement and evaluate this proposal. Results provide a positive evidence on the application of the method to support medical professionals.
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1. Introduction

Ontologies in medicine have the potential to improve data quality and patient safety, facilitating semantic interoperability by capturing clinical data in a standardised, unambiguous and granular manner [1]. SNOMED Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) [2] and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [3] are the most widely used medical ontologies. By using a medical ontology, health professionals can categorise their clinical documents with a recognised source of terms. However, these ontologies contain a large number of terms. For instance, SNOMED-CT contains more than 340,000 classified terms (https://www.snomed.org/snomed-ct/snomed-ct-worldwide). It is not possible for any person to be able of managing all these terms, but ontologies should be adopted without implying workload problems for health professionals.

Text categorisation is necessary to facilitate access to health professionals to the amount of information stored in Electronic Health Records (EHRs) [4]. EHRs are collections of electronic health information about patients for integrating health information to improve quality of care [5]. The constant increase in the number of EHRs, makes it essential the existence of mechanisms for the extraction of information to facilitate its use [6].

Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) can be used to effectively manage EHR systems, capture all the relevant information and make it available to health professionals. A KMS is a software designed to collect the relevant information within an organisation, making it explicit for their users to query and update. Recent case studies in hospitals demonstrated that using a KMS to manage their EHR improves their performance and service quality [7,8].
This paper describes a solution for gathering useful information from medical texts stored in the KMS records of medical institutions in order to automatically categorise their content and ensure the quality of the content published in an EHR. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in the second section, the background is presented and the need for this research is justified; the third section presents the method proposed; the fourth section presents the evaluation of the method; the conclusions of this work are presented in the last section.

2. Background and Related Works

During routine patient care activities, health professionals describe the reasons for consultation, personal background, test results, clinical trials and treatments, among others, usually through natural language written reports, which are partially structured. As a result, the information stored in a EHR contains a high redundancy of terminology. To solve this issue, a recent paper proposes a system of patients’ records implemented with QuickView. This solution is based on a clustering approach to support health professionals with a navigable overview of the most important categories of patients’ medical history [4].

To categorise health documents, the administrative staff of the clinical centres are usually in charge of manually coding all that written information using the proper terms. Using ontologies enables to improve the quality of data, to support further assistance statistics and the financial management of the centres, to promote research, etc. [9]. However, this is a time-consuming task. Would it be possible to automate this process, thus reducing costs and any transcription errors?

A solution adopted to address this issue is the use of subsets of SNOMED-CT terms to facilitate clinical interaction of every specific field [10]. For instance, an ontology-based classification method to automatically categorise epilepsy types was developed using machine learning [11]. By using oncology-related SNOMED-CT terms, a system for automatically identifying cancer from large collections of free-text death certificates were developed to accurately report on cancer mortality. It was based on both a natural processing language and a supervised Support Vector Machines-based approach [12].

Dione is a Web Ontology Language (OWL) representation for the automatic classification of patients’ diseases by using SNOMED-CT annotations embedded in EHRs [13]. It is obtained by mapping SNOMED-CT with the ICD-10-CM diseases (International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification). Dione is an initial step towards the automatic classification, requiring the use of natural language processing techniques or text mining.

This research aims to provide a method for the automatic processing and standardisation of medical text in any speciality. This solution will reduce the effort of health professionals while categorising medical texts.

3. Method

The aim of this method is to extract the medical terms used by health professionals in their documents, analysing and categorising them following medical ontologies. This method has been devised through a design and creation research strategy, which focuses on developing an artefact based on IT applications [14]. The method comprises the following steps:

- **Recording information generated by health professionals:** First, the information generated by health professionals is collected in order to process it.
- **Text analysis:** Second, the medical text is analysed by splitting it into tokens.
- **Diagnosis extraction:** Third, medical vocabulary concepts included in the processed text are extracted.
- **Coding by medical vocabularies:** Fourth, the text is encoded by relating it to the list of tags proposed by the medical vocabularies.
• **Returning resulted tags**: Finally, the tags are returned so that external systems can use them to support health professionals tagging.

The method proposed is part of emPhasys (http://emphasys.uca.es/en/), an ICT instrument for the empowerment of users/patients, supported in the new paradigms of the Personalised Health Care or Customised Health Care [15]. Within emPhasys, the method will be implemented by a Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) module that will collect the medical information provided by the operation of other modules. This information will be transformed semantically to be available so that it can be exploited with data mining techniques.

4. Evaluation

The evaluation is divided into three subsections. Firstly, the deployment performed for the evaluation is described. Secondly, the results obtained are analysed. And thirdly, a discussion between the method and related works is presented.

4.1. Method Deployment

To carry out the implementation of the proposed method we used Apache Stanbol (https://stanbol.apache.org) and the MeSH and SNOMED-CT medical vocabularies. Apache Stanbol is a platform with a set of software components for semantic content management. Such components provide the tools to include semantic services in traditional content systems. The semantic services are provided using REST APIs. In this case, an Apache Stanbol instance was deployed on a server in which the MeSH and SNOMED-CT ontologies were configured and loaded.

The following steps have been taken to configure Apache Stanbol with MeSH and SNOMED-CT. First, the ontologies were loaded in RDF format. Second, the ontologies were indexed by the Stanbol EntityHub skipping the empty nodes. Finally, a Stanbol Keyword Linking has been created and the search engine options for the accuracy of results were configured. In addition, it has been included in an Apache Stanbol List Chain, thus enabling it to be used with other search engines.

4.2. Analysis of Results

For privacy reasons, actual EHR medical records were not accessed to evaluate the proposed system. Instead, an instance of Drupal Content Management System (CMS) was deployed to emulate the EHR KMS. CMSs and KMSs are similar tools to managing information, with differences related to the treatment of this information and the objective of its management (https://sixfeetup.com/blog/kms-vs-CMS-what-differences). We randomly chose a set of articles about health topics and loaded their abstracts in Drupal. With the Auto Recommend Content Tags (https://www.drupal.org/project/auto_recommended_tags) plug-in configured, Drupal can invoke the semantic service provided by Apache Stanbol and thus, supporting users to visualise terms related to the text they are typing.

The following steps were taken to configure the Drupal instance to collect the terms returned by Apache Stanbol: Firstly, the Auto Recommend Content Tags plug-in was installed in Drupal; secondly, a NodeJS service was required. Hence, it was installed in the server and launched it; finally, the Auto Recommend Content Tags plug-in to connect with the Apache Stanbol service was configured using the appropriate URL and port.

Then, Drupal instance was tested with the aforementioned abstracts by using both Mesh and SNOMED-CT ontologies. Firstly, Table 1 includes the relation between the terms provided by Apache Stanbol using the MeSH ontology and the keywords proposed by the authors. Second, Table 2 includes the same relation with the terms provided by Apache Stanbol but in this case, using the SNOMED-CT ontology.

To calculate recall and precision metrics, we checked if the keywords proposed by the authors coincided with the keywords proposed by Apache Stanbol, as follows:
• **Total match**: The keyword proposed by the author appears in the result provided by Apache Stanbol.
• **Partial match**: The keyword proposed by the author is a compound word and it partially appears in the result provided by Apache Stanbol.
• **No match**: The keyword proposed by the author does not appear in the result provided by Apache Stanbol.

Table 1. Table showing the keywords of the articles and the keywords proposed by Apache Stanbol using the MeSH ontology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Apache Stanbol Proposed MeSH Keywords</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>food allergy; incidence; inhalant allergy; milk allergy</td>
<td>allergens; development; diagnosis; food; infant; milk proteins; municipalities; risk; sensitivity; symptoms; time</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>posttraumatic headache; traumatic brain injury; International Classification of Headache Disorders; secondary headache disorders</td>
<td>classification; headache; headache disorders; needs; patients</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>childcare; Colombia; education; household wealth; maternal decision latitude; nurturing childcare; urban-rural residence</td>
<td>age groups; attention; caregivers; child; child health; Colombia; demographic and health surveys; findings; hygiene; immunization; methods; mothers; regression analysis; research; resources; socialization</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>antidepressant; anxiety disorder; biomarker; cytochrome P450; genetic; major depressive disorder; propensity score</td>
<td>anxiety disorders; anxiety disorders/diagnosis; control groups; cost; depression; genetic testing; genetic variation; hospitalization; medicine; methods; patients; pharmacogenomic testing; prescriptions; treatment outcome; utilization</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>adolescence; anxiety; biomarker; child behavior checklist; depression; error-related negativity; event-related potentials; research domain criteria</td>
<td>adolescent; control; history; methods; patients; risk; trends</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>migraine; prophylaxis; CGRP; VIP; trigeminovascular reflex</td>
<td>association; blood vessels; Europe; headache; neurotransmitters; population; review; role</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>adult rats; brain; cell proliferation; gray matter; traumatic brain injury (TBI)</td>
<td>cell death; cell proliferation; cerebral peduncle; disease/pathology; findings; injuries; neurogenesis</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>baby; maternal medications</td>
<td>abnormalities; acebutolol; bradycardia; malformations; mothers; ofloxacine; pantoprazole; placenta; quetiapine; risperidone; salmeterol</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>asthma; children; adolescent; pediatric; room; breathe; survey</td>
<td>ability; asthma; bullying; Canada; control; Greece; health; Hungary; quality of life; South Africa; sports; symptoms; United Kingdom</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>snoring; sleep; obstructive sleep apnea; polysomnography; children; natural history</td>
<td>aged; disease; natural history; parents; polysomnography; prevalence; questionnaires; research; sleep; Sleep Apnea Syndromes; snoring; symptoms</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average results 0.2 0.38
Table 2. Table showing the keywords of the articles and the keywords proposed by Apache Stanbol using SNOMED-CT ontology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Apache Stanbol proposed SNOMED-CT Keywords</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>food allergy; incidence; inhalant allergy; milk allergy</td>
<td>milk protein (substance), prick test (procedure)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>posttraumatic headache; traumatic brain injury; international classification of headache disorders</td>
<td>headache disorder (disorder)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>childcare; Colombia; education; household wealth; maternal decision latitude; nurturing childcare; urban-rural residence</td>
<td>symptom management (procedure)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>antidepressant; anxiety disorder; biomarker; cytochrome P450; genetic; major depressive disorder; propensity score</td>
<td>anxiety disorder (disorder)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>adolescence; anxiety; biomarker; child behavior checklist; depression; error-related negativity; event-related potentials; research domain criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>migraine; prophylaxis; CGRP; VIP; trigeminovascular reflex</td>
<td>calcitonin gene-related peptide (substance)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>adult rats; brain; cell proliferation; gray matter; traumatic brain injury (TBI)</td>
<td>traumatic brain injury (disorder)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>baby; maternal medications</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>asthma; children; adolescent; pediatric; room; breathe; survey</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>snoring; sleep; obstructive sleep apnea; polysomnography; children; natural history</td>
<td>sleep apnea (disorder)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average results</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0873</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firstly, the values for precision and recall metrics obtained using the MeSH ontology are 0.2 and 0.38. Secondly, the obtained values for these metrics using SNOMED-CT ontology are 0.45 and 0.0873, respectively. The analysed data can be publicly viewed in a Google Sheet (https://goo.gl/hvPTyL). The main reasons for these low-obtained values are the following:

- The keywords choice of an article is a subjective task. Different authors can choose different keywords for the same article.
- Apache Stanbol returns the related keywords to the words that appear in the abstract of each article only if they are also part of the ontology.

However, these results show positive evidence about the possibilities of the method to support health professionals to choose existing keywords in medical ontologies. In this way, health professionals can categorise their work in a simpler and more validated way by medical vocabularies. Finally, Figures 1 and 2 show the list of terms provided by Apache Stanbol using both ontologies displayed from the Drupal website.
Figure 1. List of terms proposed by Apache Stanbol using the MeSH ontology.

Figure 2. List of terms proposed by Apache Stanbol using SNOMED-CT ontology.
4.3. Discussion

This subsection compares the ontology-based method proposed in this paper with several works that tackle the same problem.

QuickView is a system based on a clustering approach presented by Kreuzthaler et al. [4] to support health professionals categorising patients’ medical history. The authors pointed out that an important issue when clustering was that usually, the terms used to classify several documents were not the right terms. Thus, an automatic ontology-based method to classify health documents would solve this issue.

Several ontology-based methods by natural processing language and machine learning approach were found in the literature [11,12]. However, these methods addressed the same problem only for some specific field of medicine. Our ontology-based method uses a complete ontology to categorise medical texts regardless of the area to which they belong.

The summary of issues reduced by an automated method are shown in Table 3. Although first results are promising, further research is needed to draw stronger conclusions on the validity of our ontology-based method.

Table 3. Table showing the issues found in the state of art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual categorisation</td>
<td>Time consuming task and transcription errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clustering Terms of a specific field</td>
<td>Terms used to classify documents usually are not the right terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer-based methods that only work with a subset of terms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions and Future Work

The use of medical ontologies is widespread in all areas of Health Sciences. Ontologies are used to categorise medical texts, a task that usually involves a workload for their users. This work presents a method for the automatic categorisation of medical texts through a specific software module, loaded with medical ontologies. The module has been tested with SNOMED-CT and MeSH vocabularies and checked against terms provided by the users. The results are promising, so additional experiments will be carried out.

As future work, this method will be integrated in the emPhasys platform and tested with actual EHRs. Then, the usability of the implementation will be assessed with the support of more professionals in the Health Sciences.
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